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HAVING FUN 

How best to spend hot summer days? Somewhere, where is a lot of water! We enjoyed the initial

summer week by WATER FUN PARTY. We went to the WATERWORKS MUSEUM to learn about

history of waterworks in Bratislava. And some of us joined even an amazing BUBBLE SHOW

experience.

WATER FUN PARTY

https://mailchi.mp/c269f424e996/nsl-summer-time-5886823?e=[UNIQID]
https://mailchi.mp/c269f424e996/nsl-summer-time-5886823?e=[UNIQID]


WATERWORKS MUSEUM & GARDEN



BUBBLE SHOW

EXPLORING MOUNTAINS

On the  way  of  our  HIKE to  PAJŠTUN CASTLE we  could  admire  the  beauty  of  the  forest

and animals living in it. We followed an easy route that even the smallest ones could handle. Of

course, we could not skip either the CAMPING event at Železná Studienka to test our survival

skills in the nature.

HIKING 





CAMPING

MAKING ANIMAL FRIENDS

Kids love animals and always enjoy learning about them; summer is just a right opportunity for

that. We could learn about wild animals by visiting a ZOO. We could meet forest and domestic

animals, such as ducks, geese, pigeons, parrots, peacocks, or emus but also wild sows, deer, and

mouflons  by  exploring  a  FARM.  We  also  loved  to  share  our  passion  for  pets  at  the  PET

SHOW and would like to thank to all the parents taking part in this beautiful event. Some of us



even visited an ANIMAL SHELTER Sloboda zvierat to check on the abandoned dogs and cats

which was a great experience for all. 

ZOO

PET SHOW



FARM



ANIMAL SHELTER

TEACHERS´ INQUIRY

What is the best reset for you?

Ms Simonka (HP) Spending time with my friends, watching movies, sunbathing while listening to

the music.

Ms Lenka (SM) Sea, sand, good food, great company �����

Ms Jude (HP) Sleep and spending time with my cats and family

Ms Ninka (SM) A proper 10-hour sleep ����

Ms Linda (KOL) The best reset for me is to travel, see different countries and learn about new

cultures and meet new people.



Ms Radka (MD) A book, coffee and Fleetwood Mac playing in the background ����.

Ms Lea (SM) A good workout is always an answer! ����

Ms Simi (MD) My best reset is spending time with my beloved ones in the nature, during a nice

summer day ����.

Ms Jarka (SM) A evening of chatting, eating, and laughing with my friends always does the trick

Ms Zuzka (KOL) I like to explore new places. The best reset for me is to take a backpack and go

on a trip.

Ms Veronika (MD) Music in my ears, wind in my hair, ���� and coffee!

SPORTING

Summer brought also lots of sporting and action. We became real "Champions" at our OLYPMIC

GAMES overcoming various checkpoints prepared by Mr David and Mr Michal. Y1 and Reception

classes took the TENNIS and CYCLING COURSE. Shortly after we could see the forehands and

backhands swinging the rockets in the air hitting the balls and mastering the art of balance with no

stabilizers to enjoy the freedom on two wheels. The faces full of pride and excitement said it all.

SUMMER OLYMPIC GAMES





CYCLING COURSE

TENNIS COURSE



WE SPY

What has been your best holidays?

Lena (SM Foxes) My best summer holidays were in Cyprus because I was swimming.  

Lenny (SM Pandas) My best holidays are when I had lemon juice.  

Alex (SM Sharks) Inside swimming pool in Chorvátsko.  

Artur (HP Pufferfish) I was motorbiking in Greece with daddy.

Ada (HP Llamas) Eating.

Sofia (HP Raccoons) I was swimming in the moričko in Greece. I saw there fish and rocks.

Evička (KOL Orcas) When I was in my grandma.

Andrejko (KOL Kiwis) It was swimming in the ocean.

Linda (KOL Koalas) I loved holidays with mum and dad.

Lazi (MD Dragonflies) We were travelling the whole summer; I sent a postcard and there was a



sea everywhere.

Aďka (MD Butterflies) I was with my mommy and my sister and we saw the horses and we were

also in Trenčín.

Harris (MD Alpacas) I was in Dubai, but I like here more. But me and my mommy, my daddy and

Liam, we will go back to the gym.

SUMMER CLASS PROJECTS



2021/2022 

Dear parents, we would like to thank you for your

trust  and  cooperation  in  2021/2022.  We  kept  you

updated  on  our  everyday  life  in  kindergarten

throughout the whole year, mainly the trips, events

and  projects.  In  addition,  here  we  bring  you

our curriculum in pictures. Please, enjoy.

ENGLISH

https://mcusercontent.com/b611c0224ab16c8c6e1d693ad/files/ff4e4264-5ac7-1449-b6de-b6c171a4a47f/ENGLISH.01.pdf
https://mcusercontent.com/b611c0224ab16c8c6e1d693ad/files/ff4e4264-5ac7-1449-b6de-b6c171a4a47f/ENGLISH.01.pdf
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